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Minutes and Actions 
The Euston Partnership Board 

Meeting Details  Attendees    

Date 12/10/2023  Peter, Lord Hendy of 

Richmond Hill (Chair) 

NR Cllr Danny Beales 

 

LBC 

 

Time 10:00 – 11:30  Paul McKeown TEP Jenny Rowlands LBC 

Location Microsoft Teams   Jill Adam DfT Delegates  

Secretariat Vida Aidoo  Jules Pipe GLA Matt Cope WCP 

Reference EPB36  Laurence Whitbourn HS2 Apologies  

   David Rowe TFL Elaine Holt HS2 

   Jenny Sawyer LL David Golding NR 

   George Chilcott TEP Alan Over DfT 

   Lucinda Turner GLA Chris Rayner HS2 

   Aisling O’Driscoll DfT Shamit Geiger WCP 

   Andrea Ruckshuhl LL   

   Ben White TEP Presenters  

   James Danby TEP Kamal Hanif TEP 

   Chris Winfield NR   

Next meeting details:  09/11/2023, by correspondence 

 

 

1. Welcome 

The Chair welcomed all members of the Board, noting apologies from Elaine Holt, David Golding, Alan 

Over, Chris Rayner and Shamit Geiger. Delegations were noted as above.  

2. Review of Minutes & Actions 

Paper Reference: EPB36.01 

Minutes have been circulated in the usual way and were agreed as correct.  
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Paul McKeown (PM) took the Board through the open actions, noting the following updates: 

Action 3.02 (08/06/2023): ‘Confirmation from both parties on readiness of timetable changes and stabling’: 

In progress, PC will circulate to members once finalised.  

Action 3.02 (10/08/2023): GG to circulate the feedback following the workshop with local community 

representatives from the Euston area. In progress.  

Action 5.01 (10/08/2023): Closed 

See section 9. Action Table. 

3. Management Information & Leadership Report 

Paper Reference: EPB36.02  

The Management Information was noted. 

4. Euston Reset Programme Update 

Paper Reference: EPB36.03  

Jill Adam (JA) provided a verbal update on the Euston Reset Programme. Following the Government’s 

announcement on 4 October 2023 that it is cancelling Phase Two of HS2 and Euston station will no longer 

be delivered by HS2, an extraordinary meeting had convened on 9 October 2023 attended by the Secretary 

of State for Transport. The Chair had also met with the Chancellor on 11 October 2023 who expressed 

that he was committed to completing the Euston project. 

The Chair recognised the importance of the Board’s role as it allowed Partner collaboration and was keen 

for it to continue however its remit may change in line with the recent changes.  

Paul McKeown (PM) confirmed that TEP and DfT will be meeting to discuss the current remit of the Reset 

Programme, this will include the completed work to date for Stage 1 and the suite of options developed 

by Partners over the last 6 months which will need to be recorded and validated. The activities in Stage 2 

which should be completed such as finalising the sifting criteria will be paused. PM recommended 

bringing Workstream 2 to a controlled conclusion once the early feasibility piece of work had been 

completed. The prioritised objectives that been worked as part of the Reset Programme will be 

reconsidered and reassessed.  

Jenny Rowlands (JR) thought that the phasing will need to be considered carefully. The Chair agreed and 

added that the same applied to the size of the new station. 
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JA expected that the Treasury will be open minded about what needs to be true to bring in levels of 

funding that will be required to cover the HS2 station and approaches. There was no expectation of red 

lines or Treasury rules to work within. 

The Chair explained that the Secretary of State had confirmed that DfT will continue to lead the project 

regardless of interest from other government departments. JA added that the Board will need to work 

differently with colleagues from DLUHC and the Treasury who will want to be more directly and 

consistently engaged, however it remains DfT’s responsibility to lead and convene conversations and 

organise a plan and workstreams. 

Lucinda Turner (LT) asked if the Treasury was the Board’s main audience and thought that a set of specific 

workstreams should be agreed. LT also asked if the Board were aware of Labour’s position. On Labour’s 

position the Chair pointed out that there was Labour run authority representation on the Board and an 

expectation that information about the developments at Euston was being cascaded to members of 

The general election was too far away to be a relevant factor and the Partnership should parliament. 

move ahead based on the announcement. The Chair agreed that a set of workstreams should be 

developed however identifying leads will take some time.  

Jules Pipe thought that the plans for Euston should take the future in to account and be able to flex when 

different government decisions are made without going against the current decision for a minimal viable 

option. The Chair concurred and thought that a railway footprint should be agreed that could work for a 

long period of time.  

 

5. Permanent Bus Station 

 Paper Reference: EPB36.04        

   PM presented an update on the permanent bus station. Following workshops held with Partners including 

TfL and Camden, TEP proposed to safeguard the existing footprint of the Euston bus station, against 

which proposals generated through the Reset Programme can be sifted and assessed against. It is 

expected welfare facilities to support TfL bus operation are to be accommodated in the immediate vicinity 

of the bus station if the requirement for welfare facilities is validated through design progression. 

Jenny Rowlands (JR) and Cllr Danny Beales (DB) were concerned that there had been a lack of 

engagement with LBC officials and that all of the alternative options had not been exhausted. Cllr Beales 

also highlighted concerns about the 2nd location on the NR Ampthill site for future bus stands growth and 

impact on local residents. 

The Board endorsed the proposal to safeguard the current bus station subject to TEP  facilitating a 

briefing session with TFL, LBC and GLA to clarify the rationale for north-south and east-west options for 
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the bus station solution being non-operational/suitable and safeguarding the original footprint is 

preferred. 

Action 5.01: TEP to facilitate a briefing session with TFL, LBC and GLA to clarify the rationale for north-

south and east-west options for the bus station solution being non-operational/suitable and safeguarding 

the original footprint is preferred. 

6. Meanwhile Use Update  

       Paper Reference: EPB36.05 

 Kamal Hanif (KH)  provided an update on the progress of the Meanwhile Use Programme. Since the last 

update to the Board the community fund had gone live. It will provide up to £10k per application with 

some flexibility for revenue projects. Works on the Maria Fidelis Annex had been paused and could be 

delayed by two months due to bats occupying the building.  MDjv have applied for a bats licence with 

Natural England. Delay to the opening of the eastern interim taxi rank has impacted when the Euston 

Square Gardens West can open.  The delay was due to the ORR requiring additional documents to provide 

 It was agreed that Laurence Whitbourn would liaise with the Chair to see if the issue with ORR approval.

could be resolved sooner. 

Four potential operators had been selected for the Two Towers site. Heads of terms negotiations will 

start with one of the preferred operators. 

DB highlighted the importance of the preferred operator working with existing traders on Drummond 

Streeet. James Danby added that TEP were keen to encourage Drummond Street traders to apply for the 

community fund for additional support.  

7. Materials by Rail Update  

  Paper Reference: EPB36.06 

Laurence Whitbourn provided a verbal update on the work to date on material by rail (MbR). A feasibility 

report from Expedition Engineering was due to be completed by the end of October 2023 as DB Cargo 

advised that it could potentially be possible to remove one siding for a conveyor system however both 

sidings would need to be closed for an extensive period for the construction phase and this would require 

all of their materials to be brought in using road transport c.720 lorry loads per week. 

Expedition Engineering had also been commissioned to report on the MVP (6,7,8 platform options). 

Following the recent Government announcements, the ability to utilise MbR on a reduced scope station 

will be reviewed. 

It was agreed that an update will be presented to the Reset programme team and the Board once the 

reports had been concluded. 
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8. Any Other Business 

JR thought that that a discussion should take place on the future of the Board and how to streamline its 

purpose in the interim. JA agreed that the Board’s remit should be refocused temporarily. 
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9. Action Table 
 

Date No Action Owner Due Status 

08/06/2023 3.02 Confirmation from both parties on readiness of timetable changes and stabling. PC 13/07/2023 In Progress 

10/08/2023 3.01 Lendlease to hold a briefing session with the Board on Workstream 3 of the Euston Reset. BS/JS 14/09/2023 Closed 

10/08/2023 3.02 
GG to circulate the feedback following the workshop with local community representatives from the Euston 

area. 
GG/DB 17/08/2023 In progress 

10/08/2023 5.01 GC to consult Partner organisations on the themes for the sifting process GC 30/09/2023 Closed  

12/10/2023 5.01 

TEP to facilitate a briefing session with TFL, LBC and GLA to clarify the rationale for north-south and east-

west options for the bus station solution being non-operational/suitable and safeguarding the original 

footprint is preferred. 

PM 14/12/2023 Open 
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